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                                  Escrow Fee 

This fee is commonly split 50/50 between Seller and Buyer unless it is a VA Buyer.(ie: a veteran or 

current military buyer acquiring a loan that is guaranteed by the Department of Veterans Administration).    
 
Real estate escrow means putting something, such as a deed or money, in the custody of a 
“neutral third party” until certain conditions are met.  Escrow or title companies often oversee a real 
estate transaction from the initial deposit to final funding to ensure a smooth process. Once the 
transaction is complete, a loan servicing company may setup an escrow account on behalf of the 
borrower in which a portion of the borrowers monthly payment is deposited for property taxes and 
insurance to be paid when due.  This guarantees a lender that the property taxes and hazard 
insurance will always be paid. 
 
Significance:  All parties to a real estate transaction need reassurance that no exchange of funds 
or property will take place until all conditions are met. Written instructions submitted by the buyer 
and seller or the borrower and the loan agent must be followed by the escrow officer. 
 
Escrow Function:  Either a real estate agent or the principals (seller & buyer) in a real estate 
transaction submit a purchase agreement to the escrow holder. The escrow holder writes 
instructions based on the conditions of the purchase agreement and submits timelines for the real 
estate agents or principals to follow….such as when is the projected Close of Escrow (COE) date 
supposed to take place.  An escrow holder can receive money, payoff requests and other invoices 
to be paid as part of the instructions.   
 
An escrow account for the payment of property taxes and hazard insurance operates is similar to a 
savings account. Each month a deposit is made. When the property taxes or insurance become 
due, the lender will withdraw funds from the escrow account to pay these expenses on the 
borrower’s behalf. Any money remaining in the escrow account at the end of the year in excess of 
the minimum operating funds required by law is refunded to the borrower. 
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